
Stockholm – Venice of the North 

The Capital of Scandinavia offers all the comforts of a big city, with the added 

coziness of a small town. And everything is right on your doorstep. Stockholm is 

an achingly beautiful city built on 14 islands, each with its own distinct character. 

Sparkling water is everywhere in this picturesque, clean and safe city. It is a 

compact yet cosmopolitan city with spectacular scenery and lots of social 

activities. 

This is the reasons why Stockholm is the perfect choice!



Suggested Program  

Day 1

• Arrival to Stockholm airport

• Transfer to the city center and your hotel 

• Orientation Tour of Stockholm  

• Or Visit to the Old Town and Roof Top Walking 

• Evening Cooking Class 

• Or Dinner Cruise in the Archipelago 

• Day 2

• Fun & Activities – Rib Boat, Kayaks and typical Swedish lunch

• Or Abba City Walk  

• Or Taste of Sweden Tour 

• Dinner at Roof Top Restaurant

• Or Dinner at Classic & Trendy Restaurant  

Day 3 

• Curling competition 

• Or Visit to the Ice Bar and Ice Sculpture Making 

• Free time 

• Nobel Dinner 

• Or Transfer by private Tram to Abba Museum, exclusive visit and dinner 

• Or dinner with Sea View 

Day 4

• À la carte activities   

• Lunch at a traditional Swedish restaurant

• Departure



Day 01 

• Arrival to Stockholm airport

• Transfer to the city center and your hotel 

• Orientation Tour of Stockholm  

• Or Visit to the Old Town and Roof Top Walking 

• Evening Cooking Class 

• Or Dinner Cruise in the Archipelago 



Check in 



Boutique Hotels 



5 Star Hotels 



Design Hotels  



Stockholm Orientation Tour

The tour passes all the main sights of interest and offers a fine introduction to the capital of Stockholm - the “Venice of the North”. Go high 

over Lake Mäleren to Fjällgatan from where you are giving the fabulous panorama view over The Old Town. Another major place of interest to 

be visited is the City Hall with the long galleries, the blue room and the Golden Hall with walls of gilded mosaics. This room is the most 

magnificent banqueting room and is the setting for the annual Nobel Prize. In the Old Town you will stroll along the narrow cobbles street 

and visit the 13th Century Cathedral.

BDP Comment: A good introduction to get to know Stockholm 



The old town, built on three islands in the heart of the city, is a must for any visitor. This is where Stockholm was founded in the 13th 

century, and the medieval atmosphere still prevails with its narrow streets, old houses, its picturesque squares, its many artist studios 

& shops! The area being without a car, the best way to explore is on foot. 

See Stockholm from the rooftops on a guided tour, well secured with safety equipment. It’s a unique combination of climbing and 

sightseeing. Even though many may view the height as a challenge, it is not this aspect that is the main aim of the tour.  The old 

Parliamentary Building is indeed a good starting point for the history of Stockholm, and presents a nice view of the oldest parts of 

town, i.e. Gamla Stan and surrounding area

BDP Comment: Roof Top Walking is a must while in Stockholm  

Unique experience – Guided Roof Top Tour and Walk in the Old Town 



Cooking Class 

Upon arrival you will be greeted with a glass of Champagne and a snack while you will get an introduction to the venue and the 

program for the evening. You are then welcomed into the kitchen where the chefs will introduce you to different cooking technics

and talk about the   products they will use for the dinner. In front of you, they will prepare several kinds of snacks, that you will taste 

accompanied with different beverages. The chefs also prepare a gourmet dinner, that whey will serve with matching wines. 

BDP Comment: A good introduction to Swedish food and specialties  



Enjoy a fantastic dinner cruise in the unique archipelago, with nearly 30,000 islands, islets and rocks. 

Inspired by the archipelago and raw materials from land and sea, you can enjoy a fantastic dinner on board a charming old ship 

with twp beautiful dining rooms as well as a sun deck. 

BDP Comment: A very nice and relaxed way of experiencing the fascinating archipelago 

Dinner Cruise in the Archipelago 



Day 02   

• Fun & Activities – Rib Boat, Kayaks and typical Swedish lunch

• Or Abba City Walk  

• Or Taste of Sweden Tour 

• Dinner at Roof Top Restaurant

• Or Dinner at Classic & Trendy Restaurant  



From Stockholm, embark on 5 rib boats moving at high-speed and taking you far out into the beautiful archipelago. Arrive at an 

island, where FIKA is served, a typical Swedish coffee break with beverages and some sweet pastries. Then it is time for the guests to 

be active themselves, on kayaks! They will be instructed on safety and paddling techniques. Once in the kayak, they will begin to feel 

comfortable and learn to paddle forward, backward, and turn. Then we make some technical exercises and paddle at a calm pace.

A typical Swedish lunch will be served in a local restaurant before returning to Stockholm city in rib boats. 

BDP Comment: A fun and active day in the Swedish Archipelago 

Fun & activities - Rib Boats, Kayaks and a typical Swedish lunch 



ABBA City Walk 

Starting at the City Hall where Benny performed for the very first time, the tour continues via the Sheraton Hotel, one of the many 

places where the ABBA videos were recorded, and one of the city’s most distinctive 1970s landmarks. The Royal Opera was the scene 

of ABBA’s legendary 1976 royal wedding gala performance, including the song “Dancing Queen”.

The tour revels in disco-glittery ABBA history, but it also includes the transformation of the Stockholm City district when the old Klara 

quarter was demolished; the “Velour Man”: a 1970s New Man; and the decade when the king married, and also formally handed over 

power to the nation.

BDP Comment: In the footsteps of Abba - a different way of experiencing Stockholm 



Taste of Sweden Tour  

This special interest tour is an introduction to both Stockholm and to the gastronomic world of Swedish products and specialties. 

A tour with experiences for both eyes and tongue.

Visit to market place, shops and cafés where you will see and taste some Swedish specialties;  Kanelbullar (cinnamon bun), 

Chocolate, Reindeer meat, Meat balls, Polka gris (candy) etc. 

This is the ideal way to get a taste of Sweden, while learning about the products that are special to the country.

BDP Comment: A perfect introduction to Stockholm while tasting Swedish specialties



Dinner at Rooftop Restaurant  

This new restaurant is a two-storey, Nordic designed space with breath-taking views of the city. 

Modern Scandinavian food culture influenced by Japanese cooking methods and flavors. Complex creations that are easy to 

like. They use locally produced products which are carefully selected by season. With a genuine craft in every detail, they want

to create a dining experience beyond the usual. 

At the top of the building, with a big part of Stockholm on display, lies the stunning rooftop terrace. Here you will find 

serenity during daytime, at night a fun bar and amazing sunsets all around the year.

BDP Comment: Very good restaurant with perfect view 



Dinner at Classic & Trendy Restaurant   

Feast your eyes on the exquisite interior of one of the trendy restaurants, where the interior design is the work of Catalonian 

architect Lázaro Rosa Violán – known from Boca Grande and Big Fish in Barcelona. Don’t worry, the design isn’t the only thing 

that’s exquisite about this restaurant, so is the food! The guiding principles of the kitchen are simplicity, authenticity and 

respect for the raw ingredients. 

BDP Comment: Delicious food and service in a trendy ambiance 



Day 03   

• Curling competition 

• Or Visit to the Ice Bar and Ice Sculpture Making 

• Free time 

• Nobel Dinner 

• Or Transfer by private Tram to Abba Museum, exclusive visit and dinner 

• Or dinner with Sea View 



Are you ready to let your competitive side out? Try the popular Swedish winter activity yourself – Curling – in the same hall as the 

Olympic Champions (ladies) hold their practices on the regular. 

First, get instructions and learn the techniques of curling. Next, have a quick practice round using the stones to get you warmed up for 

the real deal. The game is started about 25-30 minutes into the session, and from that point forward, you can play a mini-tournament

or just a straight up game. Let the games begin! Curling is a fantastic experience for everybody and tons of fun to play during your visit 

to Stockholm.   

BDP Comment: A fun but also challenging teambuilding team building activity  

Curling competition  



Visit to Ice Bar and Ice Sculpture Making   

The Icebar is a bar made out of real ice – Yes, that’s right! So bundle up, and enjoy a drink served in a glass made out of ice. The bar 

remains at a constant temperature of -5°C (23°F) and has space for up to 60 people. This is not just a drink in a bar in central Stockholm 

– it’s a slice of northern Sweden’s polar magic and a totally unique experience.  

The visit is combined with an Ice activity – Ice Sculpture Making - The activity takes about 45–60 minutes. 10–40 people work in teams 

of two and the objective is to create an art piece out of ice. One team is the winner and inside the ICEBAR we raise our glasses made of 

ice to salute them. Skål!

BDP Comment: A cool and fun activity 



Special transfer from the city center of Stockholm – within walking distance from most hotels – you embark on a vintage 

tram to go to the Abba Museum. The tram is exclusive for this group and drinks can be served on board. 
BDP Comment: Relaxed transfer in one of the nicest areas of Stockholm  

Private Vintage Tram Ride  



Visit to Abba Museum and dinner 

The ABBA Museum is more than an ordinary museum. Naturally, the members costumes, gold records, original items, memorabilia 

are there, but the guests are also an important part of the experience! Guests will become the fifth ABBA member. Meaning they 

will find out how they look in the legendary stage costumes, they get to sing in the Polar Studio, experience exciting hologram 

illusions, and enter the stage together with the band. 

It is possible to also have audio guides recorded by the ABBA members themselves (in English), that lead the guest through the 

museum and allows guests to experience ABBA in a personal way. 

The museum is open exclusively for the group. After the visit, have a relaxed dinner in their restaurant. 

BDP Comment: This is a must while in Stockholm – A visit to the ABBA Museum - Walk in, dance out! 



Nobel Dinner 

This first class and elegant restaurant is specialized arranging Nobel Dinner, where the dinner from each Nobel Prize event 

since the 1920s can be served for groups. The Nobel Dinner takes place in private banquet room. 
BDP Comment: Experience the most exclusive menu in Sweden 



Dinner with sea view  

Transfer by private boat from Stockholm to one of the charming restaurants with sea view or a venue situated on one of the many 

islands. Have an elegant dinner in an old mansion or dinner in a historical fortress combined with activities. 

BDP Comment: An elegant or informal dinner in memorable settings 



Day 04 

• À la carte activities: 

• Seg Way Experience 

• Skyview of Stockholm 

• Chocolate Tasting 

• Lunch at a traditional Swedish restaurant 



2 hrs. Zooom! Zoom on your Segway - all around town. How cool is it that you can see most of the city without having to move? 

Stockholm Segway tour takes you through the heart of the city, including the Old Town and city centre.

Transfer by private boat from Stockholm to one of the charming restaurants situated by the water or a venue situated on one of the 

many islands. Have an elegant dinner in an old mansion or dinner in a historical fortress combined with activities. 

BDP Comment: Besides Segway tours we can also offer teambuilding events  

Seg Way Experience



Enjoy the Skyview a world-class attraction that takes you to the top of the world’s largest spherical building, the Ericsson Globe, a 

Stockholm landmark. From the apex 130 meters (425 feet) above sea level, you get a fantastic view encompassing all of Stockholm.

The two SkyView gondolas depart every 10 minutes, and the entire visit takes about 30 minutes. Champagne can be served during

the tour.  

BDP Comment: VIP treatment while enjoying the stunning view of Stockholm 

Skyview of Stockholm



Chocolate tasting  

Did somebody say chocolate? Here’s the ideal activity for Chocolate lovers. Visit one of the most famous chocolate shops in Sweden – The 

Chocolate Factory. This is the place for chocolate in almost every imaginable variety: chocolates, petits fours, wedding cakes, drinking chocolate, 

and muffins. Everything is made by hand. A chocolate lover’s dream! Chokladfabriken is run by Martin and Ellinor Isaksson. Martin is a pastry 

chef who has competed on the Swedish National Culinary Team. You will enjoy different kind of pure chocolate and some pralines, while learning 

more about chocolate and cocoa. Port wine or apple juice will be served to complement the chocolate being tasted. The visit ends with a tour 

inside the factory. 

BDP Comment: Popular and tasty activity 



Farewell lunch   

Before going to the airport why not end the stay in Sweden with one more delicious meal in an old and idyllic traditional Swedish 

restaurant,  beautifully situated by a lake. 

BDP Comment: Nice venue with excellent service and food 


